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Abstract
One of the problems we have encountered to play
Angry Birds in a competition setting is that there
are different strategies that work well on differ-
ent levels, and one has to be lucky in finding a
basic strategy that matches well with the given
level. When we have many different levels to
play, there is an exploration/exploitation tradeoff
between different strategies. The trade-off in such
a setting can be interpreted as a multi-armed bandit
(MAB) problem, which has been extensively stud-
ied in Machine Learning literature. For the Angry
Birds Competition in 2013, we implemented the
“Beau-Rivage agent”, a meta-agent that allows us
to choose the next level and its best strategy.

1 Introduction
The Angry Birds is a addictive game originally designed for
mobile phones, where different birds launch themselves to-
wards pigs hidden behind structures made of wood, ice and
bricks. The first Angry Bird AI competition was ran in
2012 at the Australian AI Conference, where agents are pro-
grammed to control target and trajectory of the birds from
a screen shot. In that competition, the winner turned out to
be the Naı̈ve agent, where the agent aim directly at the pigs,
without considering what obstacles lie in the way.

The game can be interpreted as search tree with a very shal-
low depth d, but a large branching factor. More importantly,
without the actual physics engine, it is difficult to estimate
the consequence of the actions. For a human player, there
are many different strategies to play a given level. One could
target directly at the pigs, trying to topple over some struc-
ture, undermine a structure from below, target some difficult
blocks to clear the way for the next shot, or possibly many
others. The odds are that the optimal strategy would be dif-
ferent for different levels, and there is no one static strategy
to solve all possible levels without replicating the physics en-
gine and solve the game via search.

Given the uncertainties arise from the Computer Vision
module and many randomness built into our strategies, in the
Angry Birds AI Competition setting repeating the same strat-
egy on the same level would offer different outcomes. There-
fore, it is more reasonable to model the outcome (score) of a

Figure 1: A illustration of the multi-arm bandit problem (im-
age courtesy of Microsoft Research)

given strategy-level pair as a distribution. Playing a level with
a certain static strategy would then be analogous to sampling
from the corresponding distribution.

The problem of optimizing sampling from different distri-
butions is known as the Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) problem,
and it has been studied extensively in Machine Learning. In
this paper, we describe our game-playing agent as a meta-
agent trying to match different strategies to different levels.

2 The Strategies

We have implemented the following basic strategies for the
Angry Birds Competition 2013. At any one time, the MAB
meta-agent would select one of these strategies to play a given
level. A more comprehensive evaluation of the individual
strategies can be found at [Katanic, 2013].

2.1 Naı̈ve Strategy

The first strategy is the naı̈ve strategy, where the agent se-
lects the pigs as the targets. It was the winner of the previous
Angry Birds AI Competition in 2012, and part of the platform
offered by the competition organizers. We made further mod-
ifications by implementing a new hit checker in order to alter
the trajectory and avoid hitting into background objects. We
also modified the tapping function for handle birds of differ-
ent colors.



Two more factors are applied before final decision is made. Third factor is trying to represent the 

fact that some types of birds are good at destroying some types of blocks, and bad at destroying the 

others.  Because of that agent will  always prefer to target the block that it  can destroy with its 

current bird. That is why preference values of the blocks are doubled if it is the block that the bird is 

good against, and halved if it is a block bird is bad against. Forth factor is trying to account for 

arrangement of all the blocks in the scene. The class HitChecker is used to check what blocks can 

be hit directly, and what blocks are hidden behind other blocks. Preference of the blocks that can 

not be hit is decreased a lot as all the previous effects will not happen if desired block is not hit.

TallWideAgent::solve

  //Identify_objects

    sling = Vision.findSlingshot

    birds = Vision.findBirds

    first_bird = birds.get_closest(sling)

    objects = Vision.findObjects

  //Chose_target

  foreach (object in objects)

    structure = Structure.identify(object)

    preference = structure.value

    preference *= TallWideHeuristics.position_factor(structure, object)

    preference *=  TallWideHeuristics.bird_type_factor(first_bird, object)

    preference *= HitChecker.factor(object)

  end_for

  objects.sort

  target = first(objects)

  execute_shot()

  return ActionRobot.checkState

end solve

Pseudocode 2: Main structure of naive agent

Image 2: Factors for tall  

structure
Image 1: Factors for wide 

structure

Figure 2: The TallWide strategy: factoring for tall (left) and
wide (right) structures.

2.2 LowKick Strategy
One strategy we have found to be fairly effective in practice is
modifying the naı̈ve agent such that we target the block sitting
just below the pigs. We termed this ”LowKick” strategy, as it
is designed to undermine the structure supporting the pigs.

2.3 TallWide Strategy
The TallWide strategy aims to exploit the structures of the
blocks. It is reactive agent that is choosing its target each
turn by assigning preference values to all objects present in
the game. The heuristics used by the agent is based on ob-
serving connected sets of game blocks. Its basic idea is that
tall structures can be destroyed by hitting them on the top and
tipping them over, and wide structures can be destroyed by
undermining their foundations. Empirically, we have found
that it is an effective strategy on many benchmark levels.

2.4 ClearTheWay Strategy
The ClearTheWay strategy is a modification to the TallWide
strategy that will also consider future possibilities. It is fol-
lowing the same structure and heuristics of TallWide, with
two important changes. First change represent agent looking
in the future. When identifying color of the active bird, it is
also looking for the type of the bird that will be used in a next
turn. Preferences for blocks are now further reduced if the
bird that will be used in next shot is good against the block
and current one isn’t. Reason for this is that in this way agent
will avoid blocks that it can destroy more easily in next turn,
so it does not waste current shot.

3 The MAB Meta-Agent
In the competition setting, we have to match the strategies to
different game levels in a finite amount of time. Therefore in
general, given a set of N levels and a set of M strategies, we
consider a N ×M arm bandit, where each arm is an element
of N ×M . We use the following algorithm known as Upper
Confidence Bound (UCB) [Auer et al., 2002] to choose the
next arm (level-strategy pair) to play.

• Initialization: play each arm once.

• Loop: play the jth arm that maximizes µj +
√

2ln(n)
nj

,
where

– µj is the average reward from the jth arm

– n is the total number of plays so far
– nj is the total number of plays involving the jth

arm

We make a further assumption that it is more likely to gain
more points by passing a new level than replaying an existing
level. Therefore, for the competition we created a two-tiered
strategy by first we try to pass all the levels, and then trying
to gain more points by playing levels that we have already
passed.

3.1 Passing the levels
In the first stage, we choose the reward to be the amount of
points gained at the end of play of a level, even though they
are not added to the total competition score if the level was
not passed (all pigs killed). This gives us an indication of how
well we are doing with a strategy at a given level. The initial-
ization is done by playing all the levels with each strategy, but
once a level is passed, we remove all the arms associated with
the level.

3.2 Improving on existing score
Once all the levels are passed, we then look at improving the
existing score. Here, the reward is interpreted as the amount
of gain from the existing score. When the gain is negative, we
set the reward to zero. The UCB algorithm would continually
select the next level/strategy pair until the end of the allocated
time set by the competition.
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